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Abstract: Hyaluronic acid (HA) has been investigated for biomedical and pharmaceutical applications. This study was
conducted to determine the distributions of HA nanoparticles (NPs; size 350–400 nm) and larger HA polymers in mice
at intervals after application. 177Lutetium (Lu)-labeled HA-NPs or HA polymers were intravenously injected (5 mg/
kg) into male ICR mice, and radioactivity levels in blood and target organs were measured from 0.25 h to 28 days
post-injection. In blood, the radioactivities of HA-NPs and HA polymer peaked at 0.5 h after injection but were
remarkably decreased at 2 h; subsequently, they maintained a constant level until 6 days post-injection. HA-NPs and
HA polymers were observed in the liver, spleen, lung, kidney, and heart (in ascending order) but were seldom observed
in other organs. After 3 days, both the HA-NP and HA polymer levels showed similar steady decreases in lung, kidney,
and heart. However, in liver and spleen, the HA-NP levels tended to decrease gradually after 1 day and both were
very low after 14 days, whereas the HA polymer level accumulated for 28 days. The results indicate that HA-NPs,
with their faster clearance pattern, may act as a better drug delivery system than HA polymers, especially in the liver
and spleen.
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Introduction

There has been remarkable growth in the area of nanotech-

nology in recent years, and this field is expected to continue

to bring noteworthy advances in the diagnosis and treatment

of disease [10]. Molecular nanotechnology will provide great

opportunities to improve the quality of human health ser-

vices. Nanomedicine is expected to not simply be an exten-

sion of molecular medicine, but also help to solve medical

problems using a molecular level of the mechanical system [21].

In fact, nanomaterial therapy improves intracellular penetra-

tion, facilitates absorption into selected tissues, increases clini-

cal efficiency and reduces toxicity [19].

Drug delivery systems effectively deliver the minimum

amount of a drug required for healing diseases by optimiz-

ing the efficiency and effectiveness and minimizing the side

effects of existing medications [10]. Polymeric nanoparticles

(NPs) have shown longer circulation and high accumulation

in tumor tissue after their intravenous administration,

although the short stability of NPs in blood remains a critical

obstacle to efficient tumor-targeted drug delivery [16]. To

improve the stability of NPs, researchers have chemically

crosslinked or mineralized NPs [13].

Hyaluronic acid (HA) is a polymer of disaccharides com-

posed of D-glucuronic acid and D-N-acetylglucosamine linked

via alternating β-1,4 and β-1,3 glycosidic bonds and is a

polysaccharide polymer having more than 300 kDa molecu-

lar weight. HA, which is synthesized in the plasma mem-

brane by a membrane-bound protein, can be very large, with

its molecular weight often reaching the millions [12]. This

compound is an important component of articular cartilage

and skin. HA is also involved in the proliferation and motil-

ity of cells and participates in the receptor function of many

cell surfaces such as its primary receptor, CD44 and receptor

for HA mediated motility [2]. HA is degraded by a family of

enzymes known as hyaluronidases. HA is used for a variety
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of medical device applications including wound healing, eye

surgery, arthritis, tendon repair, nerve guides, controlled drug

release matrices, cosmetic applications, and dietary supple-

ments for animals and humans [11].

Pharmacokinetic and organ distribution are important fac-

tors influencing novel NPs [3]. Nanomaterials may differ in

toxicity and biodistribution depending on size; therefore, this

study was conducted to evaluate the distribution and accumu-

lation of HA-NPs and HA-polymers in the blood and tissues

following intravenous application and to demonstrate the

time-dependent fate of HA-NPs and HA-polymers in the ani-

mal body from 0.25 h to 28 days. 

Materials and Methods

HA nanoparticles and polymers and animals

HA-polymers and HA-NPs were kindly provided by Dr.

Kwangmeyung Kim of the Korea Institute of Science and

Technology. The HA-NPs were spherical in shape and their

sizes were in the range of 350 to 400 nm, depending on the

degree of substitution of 5β-cholanic acid [8]. In this study,

we administered 177Lutetium labeled-HA-NPs and HA-poly-

mers into an intravenous route frequently used in clinical

application and confirmed in vivo pharmacokinetics and dis-

tribution by measuring the radioactivity in serum and organs

over 28 days. Experiments were conducted using 7-week-old

ICR mouse purchased from Central Lab. Animal (Seoul,

Korea). 177Lutetium (Lu)-labeled HA-NPs or HA-polymers

were intravenously injected into ICR male mice (6 animals

per group) at a single dose of 5 mg/kg for the investigation of

their blood clearance and biodistribution in various time

intervals of 0.5 h, 2 h, and 1, 3, 7, 14 and 28 days. All exper-

iments were approved by the Chungbuk National University

Animal Care Committee and conducted according to the

Guide for Care and Use of Animals (CBNUA-608-13-01).

Radiolabeling of HA
177Lu was produced in the HANARO research reactor

installed in Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (Korea)

by the neutron irradiation of natural 176Lu (n, γ)177Lu. After

the irradiation of a double capsulated 176Lu2O3 target for ve

days at a neutron ux of 1.0 × 1014 n/cm2, it was cooled for

48 h and dissolved in 3 mL of 0.05N HCl solution. After

that, LuCl3 (20 µL, 5 mCi) solution diluted in 200 µL of

0.05 N HCl solution and sodium acetate buffer (pH 5.5) were

mixed with HA-NPs and HA-polymers in liquid state (1 mg/

µL), after which was reacted for 15 min in room temperature

or 50 oC water bath. It was confirmed by an instant thin layer

chromatography whether 177Lu was bound with HA in HCl

solution and sodium acetate buffer solution in 50oC water

bath. The radiolabeling yield, the radiochemical purity, and

the stability of the177Lu-labeled HA-NAs and HA-polymers

were determined by using a Cyclone Storage Phosphor Sys-

tem (Perkin Elmer, USA).

Measurement of radioactivity

We intravenously injected free 177Lu to normal animals and

then analyzed in vivo biodistribution using a gamma counter

(Perkin Elmer) at 24 h after injection (data not shown). 177Lu

labeled-HA-NP and HA-polymer (5 mg/kg) were adminis-

trated via the tail vein, after which the biodistribution was

analyzed in blood and organs (liver, spleen, lung, kidney, and

heart) at 0.5 h, 2 h, 1 day, 3 days, 7 days, 14 days and 28

days after intravenous injection. The radioactivity was mea-

sured using an ionizing chamber (Atomlab 200; Biodex,

USA) by setting the calibration value for 177Lu that was cor-

rected and calibrated by the manufacturer. These series of

experiments were conducted at the Korea Atomic Energy

Research Institute (Korea).

Statistical assays

Means and standard errors (SEM) were calculated for the

radioactivity of HAs from blood and organs at each evalua-

tion interval. Statistical differences between groups were ana-

lyzed by one-way analysis of variance followed by Tukey’s

multiple comparison test. Statistical significance was estab-

lished at p < 0.05. All analyses were conducted using SPSS

for Windows, (ver. 23.0; SPSS, USA).

Results

Blood clearance

To understand the movement of degradable HA-NPs and

HA-polymers in mice, we intravenously injected 177Lu labeled-

HA-NPs and HA-polymers into ICR mice at 5 mg/kg and

measured the amount of the radioactivity remained in the

blood at 0.25 h, 0.5 h, 1 h, 2 h, 1 day, 3 days and 6 days after

Fig. 1. Blood clearance of 177lutetium (177Lu)-labeled hyaluronic

acid (HA)-nanoparticles (NPs) (●) and HA-polymers (○) after

intravenous injection at different time periods. After intravenous

injection, blood clearance peaked at 0.5 h after injection, then

dramatically decreased, after which it was maintained at a sim-

ilar level for 2 h after injection. Data are presented as injected

dose per gram (%ID/g) and expressed as the mean ± SEM (n =

6). *p < 0.05 between HA-NPs and HA-polymers.
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injection. The blood concentration peaked at 0.5 h after injec-

tion (1.28 ± 0.07% ID/g and 0.77 ± 0.07% ID/g for HA-NPs

and HA-polymer, respectively), then dramatically decreased,

with the lowest level occurring from 2 h to 6 days after injec-

tion. At the peak, HA-NPs showed higher radioactivity than

HA-polymers (Fig. 1).

Organ distribution

The organ distribution after intravenous injection of 177Lu

labeled HA-NPs and HA-polymers at 0.5 h, 2 h, 1 day, 3

days, 7 days, 14 days and 28 days after injection is shown

Figure 2. The HA radioactivity primarily appeared in the

liver, spleen, lung, kidney and heart. The distribution of HA-

NPs occurred in the following order (ascending): liver, spleen,

lung, kidney, and heart (Fig. 2A). However, the HA-poly-

mers distribution occurred in the following ascending order:

spleen, liver, lung, kidney, and heart (Fig. 2B).

In livers, HA-NPs were peak levels (92.2 ± 2.74% ID/g) at

1 day after injection, while the peak levels (103 ± 2.59% ID/

g) of HA-polymers showed at 2 h after injection. Until 28

days after injection, HA-NPs was rapidly decreased to 36.5 ±

0.94% ID/g, but HA-polymers maintained a high level (85.35

± 4.30% ID/g; Fig. 3).

In spleens, HA-NPs were observed at 1 day after injection

(63.94 ± 2.75% ID/g), after which they slowly decreased

until 14 days. High levels of HA-polymers were observed

(68.37 ± 4.12% ID/g) at 0.5 h after injection, and at 3 days

after injection (105.87 ± 4.79% ID/g), while they dramatically

Fig. 2. Biodistribution of 177Lu-labeled-HA-NPs (A) and 177Lu-

labeled-HA-polymers (B) in several organs. The materials were

mostly found in the liver, spleen, lung, kidney, and heart. (A)

HA-NPs distribution was high in the liver, spleen, lung, kidney,

and heart sequence and (B) HA-polymers distribution was high

in spleen, liver, lung, kidney, and heart sequence. Data are pre-

sented as injected dose per gram (%ID/g) and expressed as the

mean ± SEM (n = 6). Sm int, small intestine; Lg int, large intestine.

Fig. 3. Biodistribution of 177Lu-labeled HA-NP (●) and HA-

polymers (○) in the livers of ICR mice after intravenous injec-

tion at different time periods. The initial HA-NPs and HA-poly-

mers distribution tendency was similar, after which HA-NP

distribution showed a steep decline while HA-polymer showed

a gradual decline. Data are presented as injected dose per gram

(%ID/g) and expressed as the mean ± SEM (n = 6). *p < 0.05

between HA-NPs and HA-polymers.

Fig. 4. Biodistribution of 177Lu-labeled HA-NPs (●) and HA-

polymers (○) in the spleens of ICR mice after intravenous

injection at different time periods. The results showed that a

similar distribution pattern between HA-NP and HA-polymer at

1 day after administration, but that the distribution of HA-poly-

mers was much higher than that of HA-NP. Data are presented

as injected dose per gram (%ID/g) and expressed as the mean ±

SEM (n = 6). *p < 0.05 between HA-NPs and HA-polymers.
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decreased at 7 days after injection (75.22 ± 0.69% ID/g), then

slowly increased again (99.92 ± 3.22% ID/g) at 28 days after

injection (Fig. 4).

In lungs, both HA-NPs and HA-polymers were taken up

dramatically at 0.5 h (74.72 ± 4.20% ID/g and 51.01 ± 8.8%

ID/g, respectively), then remarkably decreased after 3 days

(2.51 ± 0.30% ID/g and 2.65 ± 0.1% ID/g, respectively), after

which they were maintained at low levels (Fig. 5).

In kidneys, both HA-NPs and HA-polymers were taken up

rapidly at 0.5 h after injection (25.12 ± 3.10% ID/g and 34.45

± 2.64% ID/g, respectively), then sharply decreased at 3

days, after which they were maintained at low levels (3.68 ±

0.52% ID/g and 5.22 ± 0.56% ID/g) until 28 days after injec-

tion (Fig. 6).

Discussion

Nanomaterials may show differences in toxicity and bio-

distribution depending on size, physical and chemical differ-

ences and routes of exposure. Accordingly, it is necessary to

fully investigate the safety and toxicological issues associ-

ated with using nanoparticles as potential materials of nano-

medicine. This study was conducted to determine the distribution

and time-dependent fate of HA-NPs or -polymers in the

blood and organs of mice following intravenous injection at

various time intervals. 177Lu-labeled HA-NPs or HA-poly-

mers were injected into ICR male mice at a dose of 5 mg/kg

and the amount of radioactivity remaining in the blood and

several target organs was measured from 0.25 h to 28 days.

The radioactivity of 177Lu-labeled HA-NPs and HA-poly-

mers increased at 0.5 h after injection in the blood, then

decreased to its lowest level after 2 h, where it remained for

6 days. At its peak, HA-NPs showed the higher radioactivity

than HA-polymers. The blood clearance of HA-polymers

decreased relative to HA-NPs because HA-polymer is more

easily captured by the organs while circulating in the blood.

An in vivo biodistribution study of mesoporous silica nano-

particles (MSNs) suggested that both large MSNs and poly-

ethylene-glycolylated (PEGylated)-MSNs can be more easily

captured by the organs. The size of these materials was sim-

ilar to that of the HA-NPs we used. They considered smaller

sized materials to have a longer blood-circulation lifetime,

which could reflect the slower capture by various organs

[15]. Similarly, gold nanoparticles administered via intrave-

nous injection showed long-term blood circulation. Large

nanoparticles showed a shorter blood half-life than small

nanoparticles [6]. Moreover, the organ distribution of HA-

polymers was higher than that of HA-NPs since HA-poly-

mers are taken up by the organs.

In tissues, HA-NPs and HA-polymers were mainly observed

in the liver, spleen, lung, kidney, and heart, but also occurred

in smaller levels in other organs. The HA-NPs levels tended

to gradually decrease in the liver and spleen, but HA-poly-

mer accumulated until 28 days.

In the liver, the HA-NPs and HA-polymers distribution

tendency was different, with HA-NPs distribution showing a

steep decline and HA-polymers in a gradual decline. HA-

polymers was reached the peak much earlier than HA-NP in

their depositions and maintained for a long time, while HA-

NP decreased very fast after reaching the peak. The capture

rates of HA-polymers by the liver are faster than the degra-

dation rates and excretion rates; therefore, the HA-polymers

distribution accumulated. The HA-NPs distribution declined

because the degradation rates are higher than the capture

Fig. 5. Biodistribution of 177Lu-labeled HA-NPs (●) and HA-

polymers (○) in the lungs of ICR mice after intravenous injec-

tion at different time periods. Both HA-NP and HA-polymer

levels showed a similar tendency to decrease with time inter-

vals. Data are presented as injected dose per gram (%ID/g) and

expressed as the mean ± SEM (n = 6).

Fig. 6. Biodistribution of 177Lu-labeled HA-NPs (●) and HA-

polymers (○) in the kidneys of ICR mice after intravenous

injection at different time periods. Both HA-NP and HA-poly-

mer levels showed a similar tendency to decrease with time

intervals. Data are presented as injected dose per gram (%ID/g)

and expressed as the mean ± SEM (n = 6). *p < 0.05 between

HA-NPs and HA-polymers.
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rates. Based on the steep decline of HA-NPs, degradation, and

excretion, redistribution is expected to take place actively.

Injected nanoparticles directly entered into circulation and

the liver via a first-pass effect, after which they were re-dis-

tributed from the liver to other organs [6]. Both HA poly-

mers and HA-NPs were observed at high levels in the liver

because the hyaluronan receptor for endocytosis (HARE) is

abundant in the liver [2]. Significant localization of choloro-

toxin-conjugated iron oxide nanoparticles was seen in slices

from the tissues of the reticuloendothelial system (RES) in

the liver, spleen, and bone marrow, as well as the kidneys.

The binding patterns in the liver and spleen suggested mac-

rophage uptake [18]. Several previous studies suggested that

higher accumulation in the liver is reasonable because of

higher opsonization and macrophage recognition or due to

direct recognition by the liver (Kuppfer cell receptor–medi-

ated endocytosis). Interestingly, 237 to 424 nm of HA-NPs

showed remarkable accumulations in the liver owing to HA-

NPs uptake in the phagocytic cells of RES and the hepatic

sinusoidal endothelial cells with HARE receptor [7]. The

HA-polymers distribution showed an accumulation in the

liver since the capture rates are higher than the degradation

and excretion rates.

Unlike the liver, the distribution of HA-polymers in the

spleen was much higher than that of HA-NPs. HA-NPs

showed a mild increasing tendency for up to 1 day after

injection, after which they tended to decrease steadily

because of the slow, continual degradation. The HA-poly-

mers distribution increased until 3 days after injection, but

abruptly decreased at 7 days, after which it increased again

until 28 days. The initial increase in HA-polymers appeared

to affect continuous capture and accumulation, except an

abrupt degradation at 7 days and then, the increasing ten-

dency after 7 days may be caused by the continuous capture

and accumulation and decreased degradation rates. An in

vivo biodistribution study of MSNs to evaluate the effects of

particle size and PEGylation indicated that relatively smaller

particle size, MSNs-80 nm, PEG–MSNs-80 nm, MSNs-120

nm, and PEG–MSNs-120 nm, the biodistribution of these

samples in liver and spleen decreased generally, then increased,

and finally decreased again with time post-injection like as

the this our results in the liver and spleen injected with HA-

NPs. Within 1 month of injection, the biodistribution of

PEG–MSNs and MSNs in the liver and spleen decreased

again relative to 5 days after injection, which could be due to

their slow but continued degradation. These findings also

imply that there were always both uncaptured PEG–MSNs

and MSNs remaining and circulating in the blood [15]. In the

present study, HA-NPs showed a mild increasing tendency

for up to 1 day after injection, after which they tended to

decrease steadily and were very low after 14 days. The distri-

bution of HA-NPs may be associated with macrophages,

which play an important role in the cellular response to par-

ticles in the spleen at initial periods after injection, but not at

late stages [5]. Similar to the liver, HA-polymer in the spleen

tended to accumulate. These findings indicate that the cap-

ture rates of HA-polymer in the spleen, relatively lager parti-

cle size than HA-NPs, are higher than the degradation and

excretion rates, and that macrophages may play a significant

role in the tendency for HA-polymer to accumulate in the

spleen, although it is difficult to interpret the sudden decline

after 7 days.

In the lung and kidney, both HA-NP and HA-polymer lev-

els showed a similar tendency to decrease with time, proba-

bly because their degradation rates were higher than their

accumulation rates. The distribution in the lung showed a

steeper decrease than in the kidney, likely because HA

migrated from other organs to kidney and was then excreted.

The distribution in the lung was low from 3 days after injec-

tion. A previous study of folate-conjugated shell cross-linked

nanoparticles (SCK) indicated that both SCK-folate and SCK

exhibited immediate lung uptake, probably because of

sequestration of some aggregated nanoparticles by the lung

capillary bed after intravenous injection [20]. Different from

the liver and spleen, the lung and kidney appeared to have a

relatively stable decreasing tendency because there was no

accumulation from other organs.

In the heart, HA-NPs decreased almost immediately after

injection to a level small enough to make it difficult to deter-

mine distribution at 1 day after injection. HA-polymers then

rapidly increased shortly after injection, and then showed a

similar decreasing distribution as HA-NP after 1 day. This

trend in the heart was unexpected and likely reflects an over-

estimation of the remaining blood. The blood remaining in

the organ is not known. Thus, the observed radioactivity in

organs containing large amounts of blood such as kidneys,

heart, and liver may be somewhat exaggerated [9].

The blood–testis barrier BTB is a physiological barrier

between blood vessels and seminiferous tubules, which pre-

vents cytotoxic substances from entering the seminiferous

tubules [1]. Similarly, the blood–brain barrier (BBB) is com-

posed of endothelial cells connected to tight junctions as a

barrier with highly selective permeability to prevent external

toxic substances from entering the brain in the central ner-

vous system (CNS) [14]. The reason that nanoparticles can-

not easily enter the brain is because endothelial cells have

tight junction structures without pinocytotic vesicles and fen-

estrations [4]. In the present study, radioactivity of HA-NPs

and HA-polymers in the brain and testis was extremely low.

Based on these findings, the HA-NPs and HA-polymers have

no capability to penetrate the BBB and BTB and are not

accumulated in the brain or testis.

HA-NPs and HA-polymers showed particularly low radio-

activity in the gastrointestinal tract when compared with other

organs. The maximum radioactivity of HA in this region was

observed shortly after injection, after which it steadily decreased.

These findings indicate that there is no redistribution or

migration of HA-NPs from other organs and also does not

charged excretion. Following oral administration, the distri-

bution of NPs in the gastrointestinal tract was strongly detected,
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after which it rapidly decreased, likely because of degrada-

tion by the acidic stomach medium [17]. In contrast, in the

present study, HA biodistribution was low in the gastrointes-

tinal tract because it was administered intravenously and its

redistribution and excretion could not be predicted due to the

significant change with time. 

This pharmacokinetics and organic distribution study was

intended to elucidate the size-dependent distribution pattern

of HA in mice. However, this study did not evaluate the

excretion route and not all relevant pharmacokinetics pro-

cesses were measured. A temporal study design could indi-

cate the pharmacokinetic half-life of nanoparticles of various

sizes. Such a study would provide more information regard-

ing whether the chemical composition or physical character-

istics such as the size and shape of the nanoparticles is the

main factor influencing in vivo distribution [6]. However, we

only compared the blood clearance and organ distribution of

HA-NPs and HA-polymers after intravenous injection into

mice. These findings demonstrated that blood clearance and

organ distributions of HA are different depending on particle

size. The blood clearance of HA-polymer was decreased

compared with that of HA-NP because HA-polymer was

more easily captured by the organs while circulating in the

blood. Because the blood clearance of HA-NP remained higher,

it is reliably excreted without accumulation. HA-polymers

could more easily be captured by the liver and spleen, and

showed greater accumulation because of the slow biodegra-

dation and low amount of excreted degradation products.

This undesirable and higher accumulation in the liver and

spleen of HA-polymers should be considered if these com-

pounds are to be used for delivering specific drugs possess-

ing toxicity to the liver and spleen; accordingly, additional

studies should be conducted. Unlike the liver and spleen, the

lung and kidney showed relatively stable distribution of HA-

polymers. 

In conclusion, our results suggest that HA-NPs did not

accumulate in the liver and spleen, or in the lung, kidney and

heart. Overall, this study provides evidence that HA-NPs are

selectively distributed but not accumulated into the liver and

spleen, implying their potential for use as nanocarriers for

diagnosis and therapy.
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